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of funds to promote human happiness appealed more
strongly than did budget balancing and meticulous economy;
and he held the lords of Wall Street in no such veneration as
did Coolidge and Hoover. Most of his information on eco-
nomics Roosevelt gained by his characteristically quick,
though necessarily superficial, absorption from those he met.
As a "country squire*' he had an interest as keen as Jeffer-
son's in the problems of farming, particularly that of conser-
vation, for to him the waste of the nation's human and
natural resources seemed far more real and grave than the
fiscal extravagance which scandalized most of his critics* In
simplifying and dramatizing the aspirations of liberalism for
ready popular assimilation, he proved a consummate master.
His sense of direction was usually superior to his logical pre-
vision* Often tacking and veering, always able to utilize pre-
vailing winds and currents to the full, Roosevelt was a born
navigator.
What was the promise of the New Deal? It was of a piece
with the oldest aspirations of the Republic, beginning with
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," an experiment
in promoting the greatest good of the greatest number. To
some extent, this quest for perfectibility had shifted during
the last century from the individual to the social order, from
isolated clusters of Utopian communities to regulation of the
national economy. Ever since the 1880's federal legislation
had addressed itself to interstate commerce and the railroads
tn particular, while still other forms of supervision, for ex-
ample over money and foreign trade, dated back to the cradle
of the Republic. Conservation of natural resources along with
curbs upon "malefactors of great wealth" had been keynotes
of the first Roosevelt, and agricultural relief dated from a
rural-credits law under Wilson and the grain-and-commod-
ities-exchange acts under Harding and Coolidge* Progressive
states like Wisconsin, New York, Massachusetts and Kansas
had made independent strides in such matters as farm relief,

